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Introduction

Motivation: Debate on the left is not low dimensional

Conclusion

Political opinions form and change under the
ceaseless barrage of speech, conversation and argument. Online forums such as Dailykos.com record
the arguments between hundreds of thousands of
participants over many years. A correlated topic
model of these exchanges allows us to represent the
patterns of debate, predict strategic speech made
in response to earlier statements, and ultimately
understand how complex opinions change over time.

Comments and words (W ) can be scaled in the same space using a variant of principal component analysis.
However, the top eigenvalues are roughly equal, and plots of word scores show there are no obvious left-right
oppositions, just clusters of related topics – hence the need for a topic model.

Correlated topic models represent a debate as a
network of correlated facts, ideas, and arguments
that speakers selectively deploy when a topic
appears relevant to preceding speech, yet missing
from it. This non-spatial, network-based model of
opinion allows us to predict speech content, and will
next be used to model and predict opinion change
as listeners add new topics to their mental network.
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D documents. N unique words. K topics.
Bag of words: Wd,n = % of doc d that is word n.
Each document has distribution ηd over K topics.

Preceding Comment
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Network of correlated topics

ηd ∼ N (µ, Σ)

Zd,n ∼ M(f (ηd ))

Wd,n ∼ M(βZd,n )

exp(ηd )
f (ηd ) ≡ θd =
Σk exp(ηd,k )
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Topic distributions for a comment and reply, along
with the predicted reply distribution based on
the correlated network (see below). The network
correctly predicts a reply that shifts from topic 9 to
10, while sticking with 5.

Predicting replies

(4)
obama president administration time bush
fox policy news doing people
policies political press critical lot
remember barack fdr nation message
[10: OBAMA, MEDIA]

Multinomials M allow direct, fast maximization:

Maximize via: (5) → (6) → (7) → (5) → ...

3

Proportion of each topic in a sample comment and a reply to it

In 2010, the major issues on dailykos.com revolved around health care and Obama. After fitting the model,
the K=10 topics can be represented in a least-energy network, with green or red links between positively or
negatively correlated topics (Σ). Each topic is characterized by the top words from βk (with interpretations
in brackets).

Coordinate ascent
Zd,n → φd,n,k
Σd Wd,n φd,n,k
βk,n =
Σd,n Wd,n φd,n,k
Σn Wd,n φd,n,k
θd,k =
Σn,k Wd,n φd,n,k
θd,k βk,n
φd,n,k =
Σk θd,k βk,n
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obama president republicans congress speech
country people america campaign democrats
statement context disagree agree promises
republican promise dog issue actually
[5: OBAMA, PARTY POLITICS]

law government wrong power people
congress economy truth corporate war
financial means example banks wall
oil tax americans real correct
[6: CORPORATE POWER]

people diary comment diarist wish
time history torture call agree
doing exactly believe calling home
love site discussion idea read
[7: META, ACTIVISM, POSITIVE]

party democrats democratic people support
progressive vote fight elected republican
left power time republicans won
activists democrat candidates country president
[9: LEFTWING PARTY POLITICS]

bill senate public house option
care happy health medicare pass
white reform passed issues senators
deal legislation guy po votes
[4: SENATE, HEALTH]

change dems congress world time
maybe situation friend lot conservative
support won hard hope wrote
dem progressives rsquo blue day
[3: ACTIVISM, PERSONAL, OPTIMISM]
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Difference in MSE relative to best predictor
diary jane read people saying
kos comments teabaggers hamsher own
rsquo president understand trying time
pretty war seen news article
[2: META, LEFTWING, HEALTH]

(7)
insurance care health people bill
cost system pay companies coverage
costs plan mandate afford private
single reform plans medical subsidies
[1: HEALTH]

The topic distribution of a reply can best be
predicted by replacing topic covariances Σ with regression coeﬃcients A. If v1 is the topic distribution
of the initial post, v � = Av1 is the distribution of
topics connected via the network to v1 . A reply v2
is best predicted by αv � + (1 − α)v1 , where α ≈ 0.9.

